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Sensory Activities

-Any heavy work or play activity which provides resistance –
could they order the tins in the cupboard?

-A child can be a “helper” by carrying or putting away shopping
and washing? Can they wash the dishes?

-Feel different temperatures/textures – what does the window
feel like in comparison to the carpet? Can they find anything
that is smooth and cold like the door handle?

-Play push and pull games e.g. tug of war, playfully trying to
push the wall down or parents over, pulling box filled with toys.

-Activities which require putting weight on arms, such as
wheelbarrow walking, playing in the hands and knees position,
animal walks etc.

-Squeezing playdough, silly putty, wet sponges, clay, kneading
dough (if you would like to make your own playdough please
follow this link https://www.howweelearn.com/the-best-easy-
no-cook-play-doh-recipe/

-Bouncing on space hopper or small trampoline or therapy ball
or spinning around on a kitchen stool or desk chair.

-Throwing and catching heavy balls or beanbags – can they aim
at the side of the house/garage etc.

https://www.howweelearn.com/the-best-easy-no-cook-play-doh-recipe/
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Calming and Mindfulness

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bk_qU7l-fcU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R7ChMy3qROI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R240eC5KTEA&t=12

27s

Links to mindfulness music and calming videos.

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=mindfulness+for+
kids&&view=detail&mid=BAE6C7850A66C451E834BAE6C7
850A66C451E834&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fse
arch%3Fq%3Dmindfulness%2Bfor%2Bkids%26FORM%3DH
DRSC4

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Hand+Trace+Br

eathing&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dHand%2bTra

ce%2bBreathing%26%3d0%26FORM%3dVDVVXX&view

=detail&mid=9E8C6AE2696BC6F66A679E8C6AE2696BC

6F66A67&&FORM=VDRVRV

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bk_qU7l-fcU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R7ChMy3qROI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R240eC5KTEA&t=1227s
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=mindfulness+for+kids&&view=detail&mid=BAE6C7850A66C451E834BAE6C7850A66C451E834&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dmindfulness%2Bfor%2Bkids%26FORM%3DHDRSC4
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Hand+Trace+Breathing&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dHand%2bTrace%2bBreathing%26%3d0%26FORM%3dVDVVXX&view=detail&mid=9E8C6AE2696BC6F66A679E8C6AE2696BC6F66A67&&FORM=VDRVRV


Social skills

How to be a good listener

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0nmJW_zExk0

Trying not to interrupt

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uo0doESIYN8

How are you feeling?

I felt annoyed when ……
When I am angry I …….
Sometimes I get sad because ……

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0nmJW_zExk0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uo0doESIYN8


Speech and Language



Speech and Language - Pobble 365
https://www.pobble365.com/

Have a look at the photo of the day …..
*What can you see?

*Is it an object or animal?
*What is happening in the picture?

Can you write ……
The name of the picture? (This one is called 

Wide Eyed)
*A sentence about something in the picture 

that interested you
*3 questions linked to the picture (if you send 
them to me on seesaw I will see if I can answer 

them!)



Life Skills

Could you help to make a sandwich for 
lunch?  Maybe you could video it or take a 
photo of it and send it on seesaw.  What do 
you need to do to keep safe when you are 
making your sandwich?

What fillings do you like in sandwiches?
What don’t you like in sandwiches?
Can you ask your family what their favourite 
sandwiches are?  

Watch the link below to see how bread is 
made
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Uc8h
4T7GDo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Uc8h4T7GDo

